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October 15, 2020 
Dear Parishioners; 
 I remember one time when I was on retreat with the other priests 
a bunch of years ago, and the retreat master had spoken on the Gospel 
account where Jesus promises that; “Ask, and it will be given you; 
search, and you will find; knock, and the door will be opened for you.” 
Matthew 7:7  

 So I decided that I would re-read the passage and then try and 
figure out what it meant for me.  Like a lot of us, I had spent years 
working on my insecurities and trying to feel the belonging that Jesus 
insists should be a part of the life of the disciple. 

 The fact is though, that between our time in the womb and for a 
few years after that, the world had an influence on us and the problem 
is that no matter how hard we try, we cannot remember those events in 
order to try and make sense of them.  We simply own what is left over. 

And few of us, I would think, don’t have some scars after we were 
forced out of the warm embrace of our mother’s womb, and to be 
greeted with very bright lights and a slap on the bum.  To say nothing of 
all the other events where Mom and Dad were doing their best, but we 
might have thought they were abandoning us when all they needed was 
a night out. Those developmental years can be tough and since we can’t 
remember them, all we can do is to keep trying to learn how to cast 
them upon the Lord. 

 Anyway, there I was on retreat and I was visualizing my house and 
my door and trying to open the door to my heart and life to Jesus, and 
the door wouldn’t budge.  As hard as I would pull, there was no give in 
it.  I was getting frustrated, as you can imagine.  At this point in my life I 
didn’t doubt that God cared for me, for there was ample proof that God 
had and did.  But I was getting no where with that door.  I have never 
been a very neat person and so I thought, maybe all of my stuff is in the 



way and that if I just got my life in better order or maybe prayed more 
studiously, that one day I could get my door to open. 

 Now, I know that Jesus is always telling us to be persistent like the 
Widow and the Judge or the Friend at the door.  So I tried pulling on the 
door again and I guess the Holy Spirit, whose job it is to teach us 
everything that we need to know, had seen enough because I heard 
very clearly these words; “The door opens outward.”   

I heard these words so clearly that out loud I said; “What?”  And 
again I heard; “The door opens outward.”  There were no Angels 
singing.  The words were spoken like a parent who is trying to help a kid 
with their math homework and who finally gives up and just gives the 
kid the answer.   

          I still marvel at that great gift.  Jesus doesn’t care how much 
baggage we have or how messy our lives have become, which is why the 
door to our hearts opens outward, and He just waits there hoping to be 
invited in.   

I have also learned to trust in the grace of persistence and to trust 
in the timing of the Spirit.  And now when I go and say my prayers I 
always start with imagining my house and my door and swinging it wide 
open.  And Jesus has never failed to be waiting there, and I invite him 
into the kitchen, sometimes to talk and sometimes just to sit quietly 
pondering my many blessings.  

  There is a great little prayer from St. Anselm who lived his life and faith 
1600 years ago.  I may have used it before but it helps to remind us that 
if we have any faith at all, it is because God has reached out to us.  And 
it encourages us to be persistent and to wait on the Lord to provide. 

“Lord, teach me to seek You, and reveal Yourself to me as I look for 
You.  For I cannot seek You unless first You teach me, nor find You unless 
first You reveal Yourself to me.  Amen.” 

 May God be gracious to us and bless us, now and forever. 

Pat Monette/Pastor      


